2002 Beltway Bandits
Round 4
Questions written by Other Guys (Authors: Rick Terpstra, Rick Grimes, Phil Castagna)

"Pasta? For a snack?"

TOSSUPS

1. The town supervisor of North Elba, NY from 1974 to 1982 he was instrumental in returning the Winter Olympics to Lake Placid in 1980. In January 2002 he carried the Olympic Torch to the stadium where he won speedskating gold in 1932, the first time the Games were in Lake Placid. After a short hiatus he can again be seen on TV hawking cell phones with his son and grandson. FTP, name this man, the patriarch of the first family with three generations of Olympians, killed January 22nd in a drunk driving accident.
A: Jack Shea

2. He got the idea for his major theatrical success from his sister, a lawyer who told him about a case she had worked on.  He had considerable success in films in the early and mid-90’s, writing “A Few Good Men” and “The American President” and collaborating on several other scripts.  Today, he is best known for his work in television, where he created and was executive producer first of “Sports Night,” and now of “The West Wing.” FTP, name this person who uses lots and lots and lots of drugs.
A: Aaron Sorkin

3. Though not a rapper by trade, her collaborators include Outkast, the Roots, and Busta Rhymes. Her career began with a 1994 one-shot gig opening for D'Angelo in her hometown of Dallas, leading to a record deal. Her two albums have produced numerous hits, including "Tyrone," "Bag Lady," and "On and On." For ten points, name this neo-soul singer, heard backing up Macy Gray on her hit "Sweet Baby," on her own album “Mama’s Gun” and acting in the film "The Cider House Rules." 
A: Erykah Badu (or Erykah Wright)

4. Supposedly more blank rounds were fired in the making of this film than were bullets in the Mexican Revolution of 1914.  Emilio Fernandez, who played General Mapache, suggested the film’s memorable opening where children pit an army of ants against a single scorpion. The title characters are a luckless group, having to give Mapache the booty from a train heist and scoring only bags of washers after holding up a Texas bank. FTP, name this film which stars Ernest Borgnine and William Holden, a 1969 Western directed by Sam Peckinpah.
A: The Wild Bunch
5. The 1963 original sold for $19.95. Its original color was aqua, but in keeping with the decorating tastes of the times, it has also been yellow, avocado green, orange, lime green, and is currently white.  In 1966, you could make bubble gum in it, but the standard accessories that come with it are 4 different mixes, 2 pans, 2 utensils, 2 pan pushers, 2 trays, and instructions. Elaine used hers in a Seinfeld episode, but the mix was so old it tasted horrible. FTP, name this long-produced Hasbro toy, in which you see your cakes cook.
A: Easy Bake Oven

6. Founded by members of the Best family in the mid-19th century, it was sold to its namesake family in 1855 and remained in the family until the 1960s. It was transformed it from a medium-sized regional concern into a national player by popularizing its lower-calorie variety after being acquired in 1970 by Philip Morris.  FTP name this brewing outfit, whose varieties include Lite, Genuine Draft, and High Life, and whose name graces the Milwaukee Brewers’ ballpark.
A: Miller Brewing Company

7. This lineman was an All-American and Southwestern Conference Defensive Player of the Year in 1978 for the University of Arkansas.  He was drafted fourth overall by the Bears in 1979 and was named an All-Pro at either tackle or end six times in his twelve year career despite his many knee injuries. However, his recent drunk driving arrest didn’t prevent his election to the Football Hall of Fame earlier this month. FTP, name this member of the Bears 1985 Super Bowl team, nicknamed “The Danimal.”
A: Dan Hampton

8. She has appeared as a contestant on the Australian Who Wants To Be A Millionaire, and is slated to appear in The Rookie, along with Dennis Quaid. She has also appeared in My Best Friend’s Wedding, Blow, and Hilary and Jackie.  However, her current series returns March 2, where she can be seen dating Nate Fisher on an HBO series.  FTP, name this Golden Globe winner for Best Supporting Actress in a TV Series, Brenda Chenoweth on Six Feet Under.
A: Rachel Griffiths

9. When this song hit #1 in 1980, the lead vocals were performed by Cynthia Johnson; when the song returned to the top 10 in 1987, Brian Canham did the honors.  Written by Steven Greenberg, the song includes such lyrics as “Gotta make a move to a town that’s right for me/Town to keep me movin’/Keep me groovin’ with some energy.”  FTP name this song, which made one-hit wonders of both Pseudo Echo and Lipps, Inc.
A: Funky Town

10. The FBI still maintains that it hasn't yet found one, though many fakes have turned up. Al Goldstein, publisher of Screw magazine, has a standing offer of one million dollars to anyone who can come up with one. There exist conflicting definitions as to what constitutes one, with one side claiming that commercial reproduction must be the sole motivation for its making. Others claim that items such as the Zapruder film count. FTP, name this urban legend, subject of the film 8 MM [eight milimeters], a supposed sub-genre of the porn industry where an actor or actress is actually killed on-screen.
A: Snuff films

11. Its new products include the palm palette, glitter dip lip cubes, and a Motorola phone in their trademark colors.  Colors of this signature product include skimpy (white pink with silver glitter), hick (periwinkle blue with silver glitter), peep show (pink with purple irredescience), and after hours (red with red glitter).  FTP, name this company, best known for its line of $14 a bottle nail polish.
A: Hard Candy

12. Psychologist David McClean is the only character in this work who is not a member of the Hadley family.  Beginning with Lydia’s statement “George, I wish you’d look at the nursery,” it is set in the Hadleys’ Happylife Home.  In it, children Wendy and Peter program their high-tech playroom to kill their parents.  FTP, name this classic Ray Bradbury short story in which Mr. and Mrs. Hadley are eaten by lions.
A: “The Veldt”

13. He was incarcerated for 3 months after the LA riots in 1993, and his ex-wife Sheila went crazy for him.  He also briefly dated Vanna White, and longed to be senior partner, but voted for Rosalind Shays instead of himself, thinking he had no chance, not knowing that Arnie Becker and Leyland McKenzie had already voted for him. FTP, name this bean-counting character played by Alan Rachins, the managing partner of the firm on LA LAW.
A: Douglas Brackman

14. Originally called Opus 1, its 1973 release was the first by Virgin Records and its chart success in England helped solidify the label’s reputation. It features such unusual instruments as the Farfisa organ and the Lowry organ nearly all of which were played by one man. Each new instrument is introduced by the performer seconds before it is actually heard. It clocks in at nearly 50 minutes in length and the titular instruments are the last to be heard. FTP, name this composition by Mike Oldfield which is most noted for its use throughout The Exorcist.
A: Tubular Bells

15. Will Gaffney, a stand in for David Morse, was killed in a jeep accident during the shooting of this film in Eduador.  Inspired by the book The Long March to Freedom by Thomas Hargrove, Morse plays Peter Bowman, a civil engineer trying to build a dam in a ficticious South American country. He is kidnapped, and his wife hires ex-British army officer Terry Thorne to negotiate his release.  David Caruso appears as a mercenary in this 2000 film, which FTP caused the breakup of Dennis Quaid’s marriage, as Russell Crowe had an affair with his co-star, Meg Ryan.
A: Proof of Life

16. Portable board games for rain delays. Purple sunglasses. Vitamin spray. A copy of GQ with a picture of Derek Jeter. Scouting notebook. Autograph pens. Such is a list of contents of her bag according to a CNN/SI article. Ranked 35th in the world as of Feburary 10, she hasn’t, with one notable exception, had much luck in grand slam tournaments. Meghan Shaughnessy and Barbara Schett eliminated her in the first round of the most recent US and Australian opens. But this California-born 21-year old, besides an eye-opening run to the semifinals at Wimbledon in 1999, has another claim to fame. FTP, name this tennis player, known for being the offspring of Julius Erving. 
A: Alexandra Stevenson

17. Game play is simple:  draw one of the 84 cards in the deck, and move your piece where the card directs.  Some cards direct you to move to the first or second space ahead of you of a given color, other cards have pictures directing you to a specific space.  If you get lucky, you can use the Gumdrop pass or Rainbow Trail shortcuts, but try to avoid getting your gingerbread man stuck in the Gooey Gumdrops or molasses swamp.  FTP name this Milton Bradley game for young children, where the object is to be the first to reach the Candy Castle  
A: Candy Land

18. He made his film debut in the 1938 Australian comedy “Dad and Dave Come to Town.” He then moved to his birthplace, England, where he won a total of five British Academy Awards, three coming over a five-year period for “A Town Like Alice”, “The Trials of Oscar Wilde,” and “No Love for Johnny.”  He was just as well-known for his drinking and womanizing, including an affair with Vivien Leigh.  He got his first Oscar nomination for 1971’s “Sunday, Bloody Sunday.”  FTP name this actor, who won his only Oscar posthumously, for his role as Howard Beale in “Network.” 
A: Peter Finch

19. They frequently appeared onstage with crew cuts, suspenders, and workboots, trademarks of England’s working class Skinhead movement, they starred in the 1974 film Flame as rockstars on the way up.  Distinguished by singer Noddy Holder’s harsh screaming they were known to misspell song titles, such as “Mama Weer All Crazee Now”. Quiet Riot had a hit with a version of “Cum On Feel the Noize.” FTP, name this British hard rock band, whose only American hit was 1984’s “Run Runaway.”
A: Slade

20. His major league debut was a one-hit shutout of the Phillies.  In an infamous 1965 incident, he hit Dodgers catcher John Roseboro over the head with a bat.  He won 191 games during the 1960s, more than any other pitcher, won 20 games six times, and pitched in eight All-Star games, winning two, but never won a Cy Young Award.  FTP name this 1983 Hall of Fame inductee, the “Dominican Dandy,” whose best years were with the Giants.
A: Juan Marichal

21. This newest reality show will premiere on  MTV March 5th . Gathered from six months spent chronicling the lives of a Southern California family of four, some of the issues tackled include the multi-tattooed patriarch giving his oldest daughter advice on sex and drugs and how he’s stumped by his new cable hook-up.  MTV has stated that, despite the patriarch’s nearly indecipherable British accent, the show will not be subtitled. FTP, name this new offering which centers around the home life of Black Sabbath’s most famous lead singer.
A: The Osbournes

22. This early 1980s fad-toy was introduced in the United States by Ken Hakuta, TV’s “Dr. Fad.” He got the idea while in Japan when he saw children playing with a toy with sticky feet that clung to any surface.  He acquired the rights and began manufacturing the squishy, slime-coated rubber toy, often found free in cereal boxes. Most often found in the shape of an octopus, FTP name this playing which got its name from the fact that, after sticking, it slowly rolled down the surface to which it was attached.
A: Wacky Wall Walker

23. The 6th overall pick of the 1982 draft out of Minnesota, he carved out a 11-year career as a 3-point specialist, hitting over 40 percent of his tries, but averaged double digits only twice in his career. He is best known for taking advantage of a slow-fingered clock-operator when in 1990, he received an inbounds pass, turned and made a 3 to beat Chicago with only .3 seconds on the clock, prompting the tip-in only rule in place today. FTP, name this longtime Knicks guard.
A: Trent Tucker
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1. January 30, when I am writing this question, is Christian Bale’s birthday. Identify these Bale films F10PE.
a) His first major role was Jim in this 1987 Steven Spielberg film as a youth caught up in a Japanese occupation during WWII.
A: Empire of the Sun
b) He played Edward Rosier in this 1996 Jane Campion film adapted from a Henry James work, about Isabel Archer, an American heiress torn between independence and love, played by Nicole Kidman.
A: The Portrait Of A Lady
c) Bale plays Jack Cowboy Kelly, a paper deliver who leads a strike after Hearst and Pulitzer raise prices in a bidding war in 1899.
A: Newsies

2. Identify these fictional detectives of the distant past FTPE.
a)  This twelfth century monk solves crime in and around the city of Shrewsbury in a series of novels by Ellis Peters.
A: Brother Cadfael
b)  The protagonist of Steven Saylor’s “Roma Sub Rosa” series, this detective works his trade in first century BC Rome.
A:  Gordianus the Finder
c)  A regent master at 13th century Oxford University, he solves crimes in a series of novels by Ian Morson.
A:  William Falconer

3. Identify these so-called strategy games, new from the Hasbro corporation, TPE
a) This is a fantasy-themed version of the classic Stratego, where each piece has not only a number, but a power!
A: Stratego Legends
b) This is a futuristic version of Risk that adds underwater cities and moon colonies as available territories, and strengths and weaknesses of commanders.
A: Risk 2210 A.D. 
c) This game recreates the end of Phantom Menace with 4 battles on 4 boards. Card based, you try to get ahead in one battle without falling too far behind in the others. It also includes 130 plastic figures.
A: Star Wars: The Queen’s Gambit

4. Name the actor, 30-20-10.
30:  He played Young Max in 1968’s “Wild in the Streets,” and Frederick Egan II in the 1994 TV movie “Summertime Switch.”
20:  He currently appears as S-Club 7’s manager in the TV series “S-Club 7 in Hollywood.”
10:  His best known role is Greg Brady on “The Brady Bunch.”
Answer:  Barry Williams

5. Answer the following questions about a band, 5-10-15.
a) 5 - Homer Simpson identified this band as ‘Some Sort of Hovercraft” in an episode. It has also been falsely described as a city-destroying laser beam. 
A: The Alan Parsons Project
b) 10 - This is the project’s highest charting hit, a 1982 title track.
A: “Eye In The Sky”
c) 15 - Everyone knows Parsons worked on Abbey Road, but for 15, name either of the first two albums released by Paul McCartney and Wings, Parsons worked on both of them. 
A: Wild Life, Red Rose Speedway

6. The 2002 World Cup begins May 31.  Answer these questions about the draw FTSNOP.
a)  For five points apiece, identify the three countries that were drawn along with the United States into Group D, including one of the co-host countries. 
A: Poland, Portugal, South Korea (accept Republic of Korea, prompt on Korea)
b)  Every World Cup, one group is known as the Group of Death.  This year it’s Group F.  For five points apiece, name any three of the four countries in that Group.
A: Argentina, England (do not accept Great Britain or UK), Nigeria, Sweden

7. While Peter Jackson's screen adaptation of "The Fellowship of the Ring" is reasonably faithful to the novel, there are some differences. Answer these questions on those differences for 5-10-20-30.
a) In the novel, this Elf only appears briefly during the Council of Elrond and she has nothing to do with saving Frodo from the Ringwraiths.
A: Arwen Evenstar
b) This role expansion for Ms. Evenstar is presumably to give this actress, who also narrated the opening sequence, something to do. 
A: Liv Tyler
c) A film-only character, this Orc is the head of Saruman's Uruk-Hai army and is responsible for the death of Boromir.
A: Lurtz
d) This enigmatic, forest-dwelling, song-singing character saved the hobbits from the Barrow Wight in the novel but, in an unpopular move, was cut from the film.
A: Tom Bombadil

8. Not counting Archie Bunker’s Place, there are five television shows that are either spin-offs of All in the Family or spin-offs of those spin-offs. For 5 pts each and a bonus 5 for all correct, name them.
A: The Jeffersons, Maude, Gloria, Checking In, Good Times

9. Answer the following about the Wu-Tang Clan for ten points each. 
a) This album is the Clan's latest, released in December 2001, featuring a cover inspired by the September 11attacks. 
A: Iron Flag
b) This putative leader of the Clan has also recorded two albums under the moniker "Bobby Digital."
A: RZA or Robert Diggs (a.k.a The Abbott, Prince Rakeem, the Rzarector or Bobby Steels)
c) This Clan member, not featured on "Iron Flag" due to a jail sentence for crack posession, hasn't been heard from since his 1999 release "Nigga Please." 
A: Ol' Dirty Bastard  (or Russell Jones) (a.k.a. ODB or Big Baby Jesus)
 
10. You can do lots of things with chicken besides fry it.  Identify these chicken dishes FTPE.
a)  This is the fancy-pants French name for chicken braised in wine
A:  coq au vin
b)  This dish, which can also be made with turkey, joins hunks of chicken with pasta, mushrooms, and a cream sauce.
A:  chicken tetrazzini
c)  Also known as hunter’s chicken, this dish typically includes tomatoes or tomato paste, mushrooms, and shallots, along with miscellaneous herbs and spices.
A:  chicken cacciatore

11. Jim Belushi-the name strikes terror into the hearts of movie-goers everywhere.  Identify these stinkers starring the other Belushi on a 5-10-20-30 basis.
a)  Linda Hamilton plays Jim’s wife in this 1990 movie about a man who believes his life was ruined by a mistake in a childhood baseball game and is given a chance to fix that mistake and live his life over.
A: Mr. Destiny 
b)  Jim plays second (or perhaps third) banana to Tim Allen in this 2001 flick about a man who plots revenge after being beaten up in front of his daughter by a co-worker.
A: Joe Somebody
c)  Jim and the nauseatingly cute Alisan Porter star as adorable homeless folks in this 1991 piece of dreck.
A: Curly Sue
d)  How do you make Jim Belushi look competent?  Have him appear in a movie starring Arnold Schwarzenegger and Sinbad.  Name this 1996 film in which Jim played a mall Santa.
A: Jingle All The Way

12. FTPE, identify the following players each of whom were dropped from future consideration for the baseball hall of fame for receiving less than 5% of the total votes. 
a) This 1978 AL Cy Young winner posted a career 3.29 ERA to go along with 1778 strikeouts and 170 wins in his 14 seasons with the Yankees. The baseball writers only gave him 4.9%.
A: Ron Guidry 
b) Three all-star appearances, a .285 career batting average, and 85 home runs only got this former Met and Phillie one vote from the writers. So long, Dude. 
A: Len Dykstra 
c) This long-time Twin and 1988 Cy Young winner managed a 3.73 ERA and 1844 strikeouts, but he got no love from the writers garnering only two votes. 
A: Frank Viola


13. We all know she’s the namesake of Mike Burger’s TV death pool, but tell us what you know about Alison LaPlaca’s body of work. Identify these shows FTPE.
a) This 1987 to 1989 Fox comedy centered around the intertwined romantic lives of two couples. LaPlaca played Linda, an executive who later got her own spin-off, Open House.
A: Duet
b) The first of her two shows with Tom Arnold, this one was a flop sitcom which took place on the set of a hit sitcom. LaPlaca played Laura, a member of Tom’s writing staff.
A: The Jackie Thomas Show
c) LaPlaca joined the cast of this NBC show in its second season as Catherine, the love interest of St. Louis bus station manager John Hemingway. She later became pregnant but the show was axed.
A: The John Larroquette Show

14. Meow, meow.  Identify these cat breeds from descriptions FTPE.
a)  North America’s only native longhaired breed, this is a large muscular cat with a long shaggy coat; the most common color is brown tabby.
A:  Maine Coon Cat
b)  This breed is known for its leaping ability, loud voice, long head tapering to a fine muzzle, and distinctive coloring-a light body with darker points.  “Lady and the Tramp” notwithstanding, they are not inherently evil. 
A:  Siamese
c)  The most common coloration of this shorthaired cat, said to be descended from the sacred cat of Egypt, is ruddy-a warm brown with a rich apricot belly and undercoat.
A:  Abyssinian

15. Nowadays, pop music is here today, gone tomorrow.  I’ll name some multi-platinum selling albums released way back in 2000, see if you can remember who recorded them.  10 points each.
a)  Revelation.			A:  98 Degrees
b)  The Heat.  			A: Toni Braxton
c)  The History of Rock. 	A:  Kid Rock

16. Name the character actor from roles 30-20-10
30- Detective Ferguson in “Hexed,” Clyde Percy in “Dead Man Walking”
20- Coach Norton in “Saving Silverman,” Voice of Sarge in “Toy Story 2”
10- Drill Sergeant Hartman in Full Metal Jacket
A: R. Lee Ermey

17. Number 99 has now been retired by the NHL. Answer these questions about other numbers infrequently worn.
a) 10 points each. Two players have worn the number 00 in an NHL game. Both are goaltenders. One played mostly for the Rangers from 1973-1983 and is now on ESPN’s #1 broadcast team, and shares his name with a former host of Hollywood Squares.  The other is the current starting goalie for the Sabres, who did so for 1 game in 1995.
A: John Davidson and Martin Biron
b) Most goaltenders wear either 1 or a number greater than 25. Name the only current NHL goalie who wears a number between these, namely the number 20.
A: Ed Belfour

18. Since the rock-and-roll era began in 1955, hundreds of songs have hit #1 on the Billboard pop chart.  You need to name the first three #1 songs in an alphabetical list on a 10-5 basis.  Your 10 point clue will be when it hit #1, the 5-point clue will be the artist who recorded it.
a) 10)  The first #1 song alphabetically, it reached the top of the chart in March of 1970
     5)  The Jackson 5
Answer:  ABC
 b) 10)  Second alphabetically, it hit #1 in June 1982.
     5)  The Steve Miller Band
Answer:  Abracadabra
 c)  10)  Third alphabetically, it got to #1 in March 1986.
    5)  Robert Palmer
Answer:  Addicted to Love

19. Answer the following about the BBC Cult Classic, the Prisoner. 5-10-20-30. 
a) Lampooned on the Simpsons, this is the name given to the white marshmallowy ball that catches prisoners trying to escape, like a guard dog. 
A: Rover
b) This man was both the show’s creator and star. 
A: Patrick McGoohan
b) In the opening sequence, McGoohan drove about London in a make of this sports car.
A: Lotus
c) This was the newspaper of the Village, which was torn off of a laundry roller in the series.
A: Tally Ho

20. Five coaches have won the NBA coach of the year award with at least 2 different teams. Answer the following FTSNOP:
a) 5 - the only 3-time winner, he has won with the Lakers, Knicks, and Heat
A: Pat Riley
b) 5 - Aside from Riley, he’s the only other person in the nineties to do it. 
A: Phil Jackson
c) 20 - Name 2 of the other 3, 10 each.
A: Don Nelson, Dick Motta, Cotton Fitzsimmons

21. Answer the following questions about coffee flavored sodas for ten points each.
a) This ultra-carbonated, ultra-sweet cola claimed to be made with Hawaiian coffee blended with it’s parent beverage, Pepsi.
A: Pepsi-Kona
b) Take the most caffinated regular cola on the market, mix it with the most caffinated blend of coffee and you’ll have an idea of what this monstrosity must taste like.  
A: Jolt Espresso
c) This coffee soda is all-natural, has no artificial flavors or color, no preservatives, and is sweetened with raw cane. I bet they didn’t serve it in McHale’s Navy, though.
A: Borgnine’s Coffee Soda

22. Answer these questions about movie theatres chains FTPE.
a) Founded in 1920, 60% of this Kansas City-based chain’s theatres contain 14 or more screens. It’s MovieWatcher rewards program was the first of its kind in the world.
A: American Multi-Cinema
b) Founded in 1989, this Knoxville-based chain was the first to enter into a partnership with IMAX. It currently holds 12% of the market share which makes it the biggest chain in the world.
A: Regal Cinemas
c) Limited mostly to California and Colorado, this chain’s claim to fame is that it manages the historic Grauman’s Chinese Theatre in Hollywood.
A: Mann Theatres

23. Answer the following questions about these entertainers with something in common FTPE.
a)	Porky’s, Police Academy, and Mannequin are among the dreck that appears on the resume of this actress who currently appears as Samantha on Sex and the City.
A: Kim Cattrall
b) The son of a diplomat, this socially minded singer and guitarist co-founded the Clash with Mick Jones in 1974.
A: Joe Strummer
c) “April in Paris” and “Every Day I Have the Blues” are among the best known songs performed by this band leader/pianist’s orchestra.
A: Count Basie
[note: the common thread is their birthday, August 21st, which is the same as that of the question writer.]

24. Identify these following people I met when I pulled into Nazareth in a 1968 hit for The Band. 5-10-15
a) This is the person is the chorus who is supposed to ‘Take a load off”
A: Fanny
b) She was seen walking with the devil side by side in the second verse, she gad to go, but her friend could stick around.
A: Carmen
c) This person followed me, and caught me in the fog, and offered to fix my rack if I took Jack his dog.
A: Crazy Chester

25. Know thy Yahoo! moderators. Answer the following questions about the spam-busting peace-keepers who patrol the Quizbowl message boards based on their screen names, FTSNOP.
a) First, two of the six moderators use their full names as their Yahoo! screen names. 5 pts. each name them.
A: David Levinson and Rick Terpstra
b) While all but one of the moderators possess graduate degrees, he is the only one to say so in his screen name where he touts both his Foreign Service degree from Georgetown and his Master’s Degree from the Univ. of Delaware.
A: R. Hayden Hurst
c) This moderator included in his screen name a mention of his long-time furry mammalian sidekick in his screen name.
A: Dom Ricci

